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Abstract 

A definitive issue always occuring in cloud is security. To vanquish the issues or issues of 

security, another strategy called Fog processing is introduced. The health information is 

taken from different sensors and fog framework is utilized in dissecting the hypertensive 

stage. The security of the patient's health information is significant. As the fog has many 

security issues, the strategy of encryption uses AES computation used here to secure the 

information of the fog. AES figuring is the most safeguarded about method of encryption for 

security. The datasets are examined and inspected encryption technique over those datasets. 

Further, execution of encryption is overviewed over picked datasets for precision if the whole 

information is sufficiently blended and unscrambled close by the time, User load, Response 

time, Memory Utilization over document size.  

 

Index Terms—AES computation, fog processing, memory utilisation, hypertensive stage, 

encryption. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Hypertension frequency in our country is high, but the individuals who really care about this 

disease and get treated are very low. Hypertension which is also known as high blood pressure 

is a silent killer as it can cause serious trouble if left untreated for long time[1]. Hypertension 

is also a risk factor for cardiovascular disease[4] that causes death.  

         The preventive measures have to be taken to avoid such risks that leads us to death. The 

proposed system proposes several modules that is used to identify the pre hypertension stages 

in human being to avoid hypertension attack in future and also secures the data. The individual 

blood pressure data is collected through the sensors and sent to the fog system. This data which 

is sent to the fog system is protected by the proposed system. Many hypertension techniques 

which have been proposed earlier had some drawbacks related to accuracy and security. With 

this proposed system the accuracy and security issues can be solved because the modules 

proposed in this system deeply analyze an individual’s pulse rate and protect the persons health 

data[3]. The sensor to cloud architecture is not very suitable for the healthcare applications. 

                        Many doctors would not wish to store patient data in the cloud because delay of 

retrieving the data in case of network failure[15]. If only the cloud is used, it would cause delay 

while transferring of data from the sensors to the cloud and the data from cloud to the hospitals 

or their concerned family members. So the fog helps to divide the system work and helps in 

generating the alert quickly to the doctors and their concerned family members. Always the 
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medical data is very confidential so doctors will not like to share the data with anyone, therefore 

the security is very necessary for the health data. The cyber security evaluation allows to secure 

the health data collected by the sensor.                      

II.RELATED WORK 

A. KEY OBJECTIVES ABOUT THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM: 

(1) better medicine the executives  

(2) decreased duplication of demonstrative testing, imaging, and history taking  

(3) Improved clinical dynamic. 

(4) Better reachable of health services to the remote place patients. 

 

B. SECURITY IN FOG COMPUTING THROUGH ENCRYPTION: 

Once Data Encryption standard (DES)[2] was general algorithm that was used by most people 

for encryption process. The key size of DES is 56 bits whereas the square size of the key is 64 

bits. For some applications, considering this algorithm became much uncertain or we can say 

it was not suitable for some applications. This is a direct result of its key size which is 56 bits 

and this could be brute forced. Two of the organizations together before, broke the DES 

algorithm key in 22 hours and 12 minutes. By this we can analyse that the DES algorithm is 

powerless and easily breakable. Therefore, In this way AES encryption method was created for 

analysis and protect IOT information. 

                 To conquer the above issue, referenced Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is 

considered as progressively effective. AES is seen as the most incomparable and secure 

standard for encryption of electronic information collected by sensors. AES is viewed as 

successor of the DES. The AES encryption algorithm uses standard symmetric key encryption 

for many of the US government associations because of its efficiency. AES accepts   the key 

size of 128, 192, 256 bits of size. While today 128 is considered as unbreakable. And also at 

that time there were many organisations that tried to break the key ,yet it was rarely done. On 

looking at all the accessible encryption algorithms, AES would be the better and most secure 

type of algorithm that could provide security in the fog system.  As when all the encryption 

procedure are considered, AES can be observed as increasingly reasonable and versatile for 

nature of fog. Henceforth this paper compiles applying of AES algorithm for security of the 

information in fog processing through an edge gadget of mobile. 

C. FOG COMPUTING: 

A system was proposed was proposed to recognize the hypertension in pregnancy time. This 

framework distinguishes a hypertension issue in pregnant woman before the hypertension 

assault. This grouping strategy assists to identify the risks, dangers, analyze and can diminish 

maternal[12] and fetal mortality. The home self-blood pressure monitoring was proposed to 

make blood pressure checking accessible at home. The individuals can check their blood 

pressure at home and monitor it. The Self-blood-pressure monitoring (SBPM) is the best 

decision for long-term follow-up. SBPM is more powerful than BP estimated by an expert 
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(PBPM) in that it has a more prominent prescient significance connects better with the end 

organ harm. The people who are disabled physically and living alone or distant from human 

services administrations need to deal with their wellbeing without anyone else. This framework 

permits to deal with their wellbeing even at remote spots.  

                              IoT-Fog based human services framework is proposed for continuous 

observing and examination of BP measurements to identify hypertensive clients[8]. The 

proposed framework at first identifies the phase of hypertension based on client's wellbeing 

parameters gathered utilizing IoT sensors at fog layer. After  recognizing the hypertensive 

stage, artificial neural system is utilized for predicting the hazard level of hypertension assault 

in clients at remote sites. 

 

     Figure1.Layers in IoT 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Security[9] is becoming the major fear these days because there are many sensitive data 

everywhere. This can be any company details, or medical information in hospitals or even it 

could be national secret. All the data must be secured and should make sure that it has all 

necessary methods in it, which makes an attacker difficult to crack the key.The paper primarily 

concentrates on security and privacy of data. In the system, though secured data is sent to the 

fog from cloud, guessing the security threat in the fog is a difficult thing, so  its better to add a 

second layer of security within the level of fog. 

IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The four modules have been created for collecting the data, securing the data and analysing the 

data. 

A.  IoT user system 
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The IoT system can be considered as the first module in the system to obtain the health data 

from the user module.This user system get the health details from the user and monitors the 

activities of the user. User subsystem comprises of various IoT devices and sensors to capture 

hypertension activities that causes hypertension.While obtaining the health details ,Health 

attributes such as SBP, DBP[4] plays main role.Here the SBP and DBP of a person is analysed 

to predict the persons hypertension stage.The patient s BP rate is collected through the various 

input sensor devices. In the existing system, the health data[13] are collected from various 

wireless sensor devices. Therefore, enormous amount of data is produced by the sensors which 

is then  sent to fog layer for processing and analysis[6]. The utilization of keen gadgets has 

serendipitously been practiced in medicinal services. Nowadays, it is typical to discover a scope 

of medicinal services contraptions that can be utilized by patients at home or even worn by 

them. The contraptions for the most part incorporate sensors. 

 

Figure2.Iot user system 

B.FOG SYSTEM  

This layer performs information examination and collection of the information. The 

information and data gathered by the edge gadgets are examined in this layer. This layer carries 

on as the worker. Gigantic measures of constant information from sensors are sent to this 

layer[5]. The Health fog subsystem is the center layer between IoT sensors and distributed 

computing. It is utilized for continuous handling and examining of collected information from 

IoT based sensors. It quickly sends constant notifications or alarms[11] to user about the current 

stage of hypertension to prevent the chronic condition in an early stage[7]. This subsystem is 

additionally associated with a cloud framework for putting away, examining results and 

accumulating clinical record of every client. 
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C.CLOUD SYSTEM 

 Cloud Subsystem is responsible for storing intermediate and final results of user health status. 

It consists of huge amount of storage to store analysis results, compiled medical information 

of each user and share among authorized medical staff, users, pharmacies, hospitals and 

healthcare professionals. Government aided healthcare centers can also upload data as well as 

any information regarding first aid, free camps, etc. User and authorized entities can access 

medical records anytime from any place. Temporal data granulation component in health fog 

system sends data granulation information to a cloud system for permanent storage so that it 

can be accessed by any other component of fog system in anytime for further analysis. 

Similarly, alert messages[14] regarding the current status of hypertension are also stored on 

cloud storage for further analysis by experts to take immediate action and provide precautions 

in case of emergency. 

 

Figure 4. Fog system with cloud  

D.AES ALGORITHM 

 

Figure 5. Working of AES algorithm in fog system. 
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AES algorithm[2] is most widely used algorithm for encrypting and decrypting sensitive 

information like medical information. AES algorithm is considered to be an advanced of DES 

algorithm. The AES algorithm uses symmetric key block cipher means that the same key is used 

for encryption and decryption. AES accepts of the key size of 128, 192, 256 bits of size. Whereas 

128 is already considered to be unbreakable. Here the 128 bits of data of plaintext where the 128 

bit key works on it and the output is regarded as 128 bit cipher key. The key depends on the number 

of rounds. 

TABLE I.THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF ROUNDS AND KEYS  

NO.OF                                                                                  

KEY USED 

ROUNDS 

10 128 

12 192 

14 256 

The encryption of AES can be divided into three modules namely the initial round, the main rounds, 

and the final round.  All of the modules[10] use the same sub-operations in different combinations 

as follows: 

Initial Round: AddRoundKey 

Main Rounds: SubBytes ShiftRows MixColumns AddRoundKey  

Final Round: SubBytes ShiftRows AddRoundKey 

AddRoundKey: The AddRoundKey activity is the main period of AES encryption that 

straightforwardly works on the AES round key: In this activity, the contribution to the round is 

selective or with the round key. 

SubBytes: The SubBytes period of AES includes parting the contribution to bytes and going each 

through a Substitution Box or S-Box. In contrast to DES, AES utilizes a similar S-Box for all bytes. 

ShiftRows: In the ShiftRows period of AES, each line of the 128-bits inner condition of the code 

is moved. The columns in this stage allude to the standard portrayal of the inward state in AES, 

which is a 4x4 framework where every cell contains a byte. Bytes of the inside state are put in the 

network across lines from left to right and down segments. In the ShiftRows activity, every one of 

these columns is moved to one side by a set sum: their line number beginning with zero. The top 

column isn't moved in any way, the following line is moved by one, etc. 

MixColumns: Like the ShiftRows period of AES, the MixColumns stage gives dissemination by 

blending the contribution around. Dissimilar to ShiftRows, MixColumns performs activities 

parting the lattice by segments rather than columns. 
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Decryption in AES: To decrypt an AES-scrambled ciphertext, it is important to fix each phase of 

the encryption activity in the converse request in which they were applied. The three phase of 

decryption are as per the following: 

Inverse Final Round: AddRoundKey ShiftRows  SubBytes  

Inverse Main Round: AddRoundKey MixColumns ShiftRows SubBytes  

Inverse Initial Round: AddRoundKey  

Just the AddRoundKey activity is its own converse (since it is an elite or). To fix AddRoundKey, 

it is just important to extend the whole AES key timetable (indistinguishably from encryption) and 

afterward utilize the proper key in the restrictive or. The other three activities require an opposite 

activity to be characterized and utilized. The principal activity to be fixed is ShiftRows. The Inverse 

ShiftRows activity is indistinguishable from the ShiftRows activity with the exception of that 

pivots are made to one side rather than to one side. The following activity to be fixed is the 

SubBytes operation.It is perused indistinguishably from the S-Box matrix.The last backwards 

activity to characterize is MixColumns. Like MixColumns, Inverse MixColumns can be 

characterized as the lattice increase. AES ciphertexts are decoded by this request for activities 

clarified previously. The accompanying chart clarifies about how the tasks all together are 

performed to scramble and unscramble the information. 

 

      Figure 6. AES algorithm 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Fog computing is considered to be one of the major part in the computing world, and as there are 

millions of devices connected and as IOT would be a major part of it, there may be a lot of issues 

on security. So our research here considered data security as the key factor and implemented 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in the fog computing. This adds a second layer of security 

for data and makes difficult for intruder to sense the data.  

                          Different datasets are choosen and applied the AES algorithm for encryption and 

decryption for each of the dataset. Analysing of different metrics is done so as to evaluate the 
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adaptability of AES in second layer of cloud system of fog. As our future work, we would like to 

implement AES with key size of 512 bytes in fog. So that security becomes more stronger                                                   
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